A
flash of
lightning
Gin has real staying power. The juniper berry-based spirit originated as a
medieval elixir in the Netherlands (‘Jenever’ is Dutch for ‘Juniper’, which
became shortened to ‘gin’), before the Brits took to it with such resolve
that virtually the whole of London became intoxicated in the 18th century.
Extravagant gin palaces reigned a century later and now, another 150 years on,
gin is enjoying a rocketing revival, a “gin-aissance”
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London’s Viaduct
Tavern and [far left]
Monkey 47 served
with Fever Tree
tonic and fresh plum

L

ike the ice and lime rolling around the teasing
fizz of a gin and tonic, in a broad Spanish copa
glass, what goes around comes around.

Gin first reached social heights in London 200 years
ago when the city’s bright and effervescent gin palaces
attracted not only the social-climbing dandies of Georgian
England but working people too. These appealing taverns lit
up street corners on dark London nights, offering Londoners
an irresistible alternative to the dingy old taverns with their
dark stone floors, grimy wooden bars and dimly lit corners
inhabited by ragged rogues.
London was the world’s largest city, the Industrial
Revolution was gaining momentum, culturally the city
was in flux and a middle class with money to spend was
emerging. To entice these drinkers and their coin, a new
breed of ambitious tavern landlords followed the example
of the leading shops on Regent Street. They invested in
shimmering gas-fuelled chandeliers, elaborate wallpaper,
frescos mimicking evocative Renaissance art, tiled floors,
ornate moldings, gilded edges, large pane windows and
mirrors decorated with intricate patterns in colored glass.
These palaces gave evening drinking a sense of glamor,

an exciting energy and social acceptability. A “flash of
lightning”—as a quick gin was known—was all the rage
before an evening at the theater or before travelling home
after a day’s work.
200 years on, the “gin-aissance” is flowing freely and
a new generation of gin palaces is emerging, spurred on
by a fresh generation of gins. As distillers become more
adventurous in their botanical combinations, London’s
bartenders have been presented with a new realm of
possibility. Innovation behind the bar is reaching new
heights and the punters can’t get enough.
Combining the Georgian glamor of the gin palace with
a contemporary gin menu is the Viaduct Tavern on Newgate
Street in the “City” financial district of central London,
just up the road from St. Paul’s Cathedral and opposite the
legendary Old Bailey courthouse.
The Viaduct Tavern opened in 1869 and it is the closest
thing to a Georgian gin palace still standing. Protected by
law by a Grade II listing, the corner tavern features a ceiling
of hand-beaten copper plating, painted a deep burgundy.
Mirrors are decorated with 24-carat gold gilding and the
walls are adorned by paintings of the four “Ladies of Holborn
Viaduct”. The paintings are based on statues that stand on
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The copper-plated
ceiling of the
Viaduct tavern [left]
and the original
engraved door to
what was once the
tavern’s opium den.
The Viaduct Tavern’s
range of Tanqueray
gins [below]

Portobello Road, Fever
Tree, grapefruit peel and
juniper berries [right];
Andrew Archer grinds juniper
berries at the Viaduct Tavern;
Greenhook Dry Gin [below]

In the late 19th century
the Viaduct Tavern was
complemented by an
opium den for its more
affluent customers

the four corner parapets of the nearby Viaduct.
In the late 19th century the Viaduct Tavern was
complemented by an opium den for its more affluent
customers on the second floor and a brothel on the
third floor. Those upper floor attractions have long since
disappeared and manager Andrew Archer concentrates
more on the tavern’s offering of 50 gins.
Monkey 47 with Fever Tree tonic and a wedge of fresh
plum never disappoints, while a glass of Portobello Road
with Fever Tree, Grapefruit peel and ground juniper berries
slips down without trace. If in doubt, the house gin of
Tanqueray is ideal for a traditional ‘G&T’ with ice and a slice.

Supplying the demand
Some perspective: research company Mintel has reported
that UK gin sales surpassed £1 billion for the first time
in 2015 and sales in the United States are also on an upsurge.
That UK billion represents 29 million liters of gin consumed
in 2015, which is a 40 percent increase in the space of
five years.
Newfound enthusiasm for gin has triggered a wave
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Charles
Tanqueray
turned his
back on family
tradition by
becoming a
distiller instead
of a reverend

of creativity from distillers in their botanical combinations,
giving new gins distinct characters in what has become a
crowded marketplace.
The Viaduct’s house selection Tanqueray is leading the
established brands in terms of sales growth and in resonating
with a new generation of gin drinkers, despite the rapidly
emerging expanse of fledgling competitors. Tanqueray first
came to prominence in the mid-19th century—during
that gin palace heyday—when Charles Tanqueray turned
his back on family tradition and expectation by opting to
become a distiller instead of a reverend. It is reckoned that
when President Franklin D. Roosevelt signed the repeal of
prohibition in 1933, the first drink to be served in the White
House was Tanqueray and tonic.
Among the Stateside artisan gins worth sipping is the
American Dry Gin from New York’s Greenhook Ginsmiths.
Brothers Steven and Philip DeAngelo established their
distillery in the Greenpoint neighborhood of Brooklyn
in 2012 and the small batch American Dry is made from
New York wheat and Tuscan juniper (Tuscany seems to
have a monopoly on juniper farming) with a complex, spicy
flavour profile featuring chamomile, Thai Blue Ginger and
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Monkey 47 served with fresh plum;
ice the old-fashioned way at the
Viaduct Tavern [below]

Ceylon cinnamon.
Leading the UK’s small-batch revolution is west
London distiller Sipsmith, which became the first London
gin distillery in 200 years to install traditional copper stills.
The company claims Sipsmith is “where old meets new
and the two hit it off really quite spectacularly”. Sipsmith’s
London Dry Gin is its flagship bottle, offering drinkers
a gently floral nose, a mellow scent of juniper and also
a citrus freshness. A classically dry London gin on the
palate, hints of lemon and orange combine to give the gin a
zesty freshness.
Lovers of London dry gin might enjoy sampling
Sipsmith’s V.J.O.P. although with an alcohol content of 57.7
percent—compared to 41.6 percent in the London Dry Gin—
this is a gin to handle with care. Like an amplified version of
the London Dry Gin, V.J.O.P. is bursting with juniper, with a
nose tempered by pine and cedar.

On course

The original “Gin Craze”
There was nothing glamorous about the original “Gin Craze”
when it hit London in the 18th century. Thanks to a lack of
licensing regulation gin was literally cheaper than ale whereas
French spirits were heavily tariffed, resulting in an epidemic of
gin-fuelled alcoholism. An estimated 7,000 gin shops were
established in London alone; a remarkable number for a city
with a population of just under 750,000 at the time.
London artist and social commentator William Hogarth
didn’t hold back in 1751 when he created his grotesque etching
of “Gin Lane” [above], which was inspired by the squalid slum
of St. Giles in central London (an area now occupied by New
Oxford Street).
So when you next take a second glance at the steep price
on an attractive bottle of small-batch gin, remember that gin is a
spirit best served when it is reassuringly expensive.

As devoted gin drinker Ernest
Hemingway once said: “It’s five
o’clock somewhere”
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At Trevose Golf and Country Club, halfway down
Cornwall’s north shoreline in southwest England, the club’s
gin menu was introduced in March this year and it has
boosted gin sales to a 50 percent increase. Well, golfers as a
breed have been gin loyalists, but still.
The Carnegie Club at Skibo Castle, by Dornoch Firth
in the Scottish Highlands—a holiday retreat to industrialist
Andrew Carnegie in the late 19th century—has taken the
gin revival a step further by investing in an artisan batch of
its own.
“The botanicals available at Skibo are so interesting,”
says distiller Martin Murray from the Dunnet Bay microdistillery, which produces the small-batch Glasshouse
Scottish Gin from the Skibo Estate. “When the gardener
showed us what was growing on the estate we knew we’d
really like to try creating a one-off recipe just for Skibo.”
A botanical survey of the estate found more than
350 species of plant and wildflower, as well as lichen-rich
heaths close to the shore of the Kyle. The exclusive recipe
for the Carnegie Club’s Glasshouse Gin features bog myrtle,
dandelion and the estate’s own honey.
Native to Scotland, the aromatic bog myrtle was used
to flavor beer until hops were first preferred in the 16th
century, while it is also traditionally used in royal wedding
bouquets. Combined with dandelion, the plants give Skibo’s
gin a distinct flavor.
“Bog myrtle has such an unusual aroma and is a
typical ingredient of the Highlands,” says Murray, who also
recommends serving Skibo’s gin with fresh strawberries.
“The Skibo honey gives a wonderful sweetness and leaves a
lovely coating on the tongue while the dandelion adds some
depth to the flavor.”
Well, as devoted gin drinker Ernest Hemingway once
said, “It’s five o’clock somewhere”.
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